English Catholic Poets.*

This is the only work in the English language which consists exclusively of the productions of Catholic poets. Hence it appeals to all who are kindred by the ties of the one holy Faith. The non-Catholic world is very unwilling to believe or to acknowledge that true genius belongs to Catholicity as its birthright. History proves that the noblest minds in every walk of literature, science and art, have belonged to the Church, but before has such a galaxy of English Catholic poets, extending through nearly five centuries, been flashed across the literary firmament to challenge the world's admiration. Particular stars, such as Chaucer, Dryden, Pope, and the like, have been known to every scholar, but their Catholicity has been studiously concealed or indifferently expressed. Even that line—so well known, so often quoted—"Lympha pudica Deum vidit et erubuit," ("The conscious water saw its God and blushed,""") has been handed down the ages without any acknowledgment of its author's Catholicity, and yet Richard Crashaw drew all his inspiration from that persecuted Church whose sad fortunes drove him from his English home into a life-long exile.

How few of our youth ever dreamed that Pope was a Catholic! and even if not as true a one as he should have been, he certainly owes none of his genius to the Reforma-

tion.

The present volume is simply a tribute to Truth, and is well calculated to prove that Poetry, as well as Painting, Sculpture, Architecture, Philosophy and Science, finds a most congenial home within the walls of Catholicity. And, coming down to our day, it is not presumption for us to claim as high poetic talent as any found outside the Fold.

We bow before Longfellow's exquisite muse, but he is Protestant only in name; and as his equal in fancy, and in the smoothness of rhyme, and stelateness of verse, we place Father Ryan:—and had not "Souls been always more to him than songs," we might have seen him first among the poets of America.

Catholics, it is true, admire their own; but they do not make such ado about them as non-Catholics, because with them, God is above His gifts, and they withhold praise which does not ascend from the creature to the Creator. Protestants, on the other hand, pay humblest homage to their gifted brethren, even when those gifts are perverted.

Many of their best poets have written against Truth, but still the incense is wafted to their feet; others have put Purity to the blush, and yet the incense ascends; and not a few have ignored justice, and the adulation continues all the same. Catholic instinct recognizes genius, but it reverences Truth, and even when both are blended, it is not carried away by blind enthusiasm. The work before us seeks, however, to do justice, and to reveal to the world that, in all ages, Catholics have been poets without detriment to their faith, and poets have been Catholics without detriment to their genius.

The selections in the volume are not always happy; but the difficulties of choosing and discriminating must, in such a work, be very great. We are charmed with the two specimens of Eleanor Donnelly's muse, although they are far from being her best. Her tribute to Moore is almost as musical as the notes of the great bard himself, and her exquisite picture entitled "Missing" ought to inspire some artist's brush to transfer it to immortal canvas. We cannot resist the desire to reproduce these two compositions, and we take to copy them exactly:

THOMAS MOORE.

'Twixt the waning of Spring and the Summer's sweet dawning,

Ere the May-blossoms drooped on the bosom of June,

Thy coming, great bard, was in Nature's fair morning,

'Twixt the waning of Spring and the Summer's sweet dawning.

When the sun of her seasons was rounding to noon.

No breath of the Winter thy natal-day chilling;

The Muses beheld thee that morning, 'tis said,

With a Rose in thy mouth, and a nightingale trilling

Exquisite song at the side of thy bed.

Oh! surely no lips to the flowers were dearer

Than these, where the rose-leaves of fancy lay furl'd;

And no nightingale's lay could be sweeter or clearer

Than the song thou wert destined to sing to the world!

The glories of Erin, her lights and her shadows,

The limpid delights of her loughs and her streams,

The blue of her heavens, the green of her meadows,

Were imaged, dear bard, in thy beautiful dreams.

Her joy was thy joy, and her sorrow thy sorrow;

Beside the blest graves of her heroes and kings,

Thou hast caught the old harp from the lone walls of Tara,

And struck a new strain from its mouldering strings.

The breath of thy muse love or hate can inspire;

The gladness and grief of beloved old Ireland,

Now soft as zephyr, now fierce as a whirlwind,

The Muses beheld thee that morning, 'tis said,

How gladly thy hand would have broken her chains!

In the soil of her freedom, her children (thy debtors)

Would long since have cradled thy cherished remains!

But what tho' her wrongs tho' the centuries reeling,

Embalm thee with tears? Erin, helpless and poor,
Still clings to the treasures of fancy and feeling
Enshrined in the magical music of Moore.
Oh! well was it said, ‘tis the king rule the nation,
Tho’ the making of laws to the statesman belongs,
Who reigns first, who reigns last, in the hearts of creation,
Is the God-given poet who maketh our songs!
Place the crown on his head, place his hand on the helm
Of national glory—a king by God’s grace—
Thou art monarch, O Moore, of a marvellous realm,
And thy throne’s the warm hearts of thine own Irish race!

MISSING.

In the cool, sweet hush of a woodcock nook,
Where the May-buds sprinkle the green old ground,
And the wind and the birds and the limpid brook
Murmur their dreams with a drowsy sound,
Who lies so still in the plussory moss,
With his pale cheek press’d to a breezy pillow,
Couch’d where the light and the shadows cross
Thro’ the Hickering fringe of the willow?
Who lies, alas!
So still, so chill, in the whispering grass?
A soldier clad in the Zouave dress,
A bright-hated man, with his lips apart,
One hand thrown up o’er his Frank, dead face,
And the other clutching his pulseless heart,
Lies there in the shadow cool and dim,
His musket brushed by a trailing bough;
A careless grace in each quiet limb,
And a wound on his manly brow:—
A wound, alas!
Whence the warm blood drips on the pleasant grass.
The violets peer from their dusky beds
With a tearful dew in their great pure eyes;
The lilies quiver their shining heads,
Their pale lips full of a sad surprise;—
And the lizard darts through the glistening fern,
And the squirrel rustles the branches hoary;
Strange birds fly out, with a cry, to burn
Their wings in the sunset glory,
While the shadows pass
O’er the quiet face on the dewy grass.

John Locke, in “Evening by the Hudson,” shows the true melody of the Irish harp, and with only a little thread of thought, weaves a pretty web of poesy.

EVENING BY THE HUDSON.

Here I sit this silent even by the broad, blue Hudson’s side,
While the flow’rets, fondly drooping, kiss the ripples on its tide:
All the clouds are blushing crimson, and the sunset’s lingering ray
Lights the long, green maple woodland, stretching westward far away—
While the wind rolls up the vapors to the mountains of the West,
And the cloud with folded pinions, bears the round moon in its breast.
But to me those evening beauties bring no thoughts of joy or pride,
For my weary heart is wond’ring o’er the ocean’s troubled tide,
To a valley in green Erin, where the streamlets sweetly sing—
Where the winds creep thro’ the clover, and the clover blossoms swing,
Where the lilies shimmer over blue lagoons of sunny sheen,
And the poplar woodland shadows parkland, slope and pasture green—
Where the bright-eyed village maidens while away the Sabbath noon,
And my youthhood’s years rolled over—years that rolled away too soon!
Oh! that happy time of boyhood, when the sunshine of the Spring
Was not half so bright or glowing as my soul’s imaginings!
When my young heart filled with gladness like a glade with summer flow’rs,
On the magic wings of Fancy roamed thro’ Dreamland’s rosy bow’rs,
Singing lays of love to Ireland, weav’ng sonnet-wreaths for May,
Twining garlands for my Kathleen till the Summer passed away.

Now I welcome not the Maytime, for its winds chant in mine ears
Naught but weary, woe-filled dirges for the hopes of buried years:
Summer comes with fruit and blossom, but no garlands now I twine,
For a weary weight of sorrow and a broken heart are mine;
Still beside this western river, mem’ries of the olden days
Come at times like autumn sunbeams struggling thro’ the harvest haze.
Years have rolled since I and Kathleen roamed around the fairy rath;
Many shadows since have fallen on the exile’s darkened path:
Ah those cold, cold years of exile have been bitter years to me,
For where’er my footsteps turned still my heart strayed o’er the sea,—
Back again to those who loved me, to the maid who night and day,
Ever sent her dearest blessings to the wand’rer far away.
Now blow soft, ye winds of ocean, and bear tidings unto me,
Of the friends at home in Erin o’er the far Atlantic sea;
For tho’ my friends or home or country Fate may ne’er again restore,
Round my heart their memories olden shall be twined for evermore.

The poem “Donner Lake,” by Marcella A. Fitzgerald, is well chosen, showing much skill, fancy and delicacy of thought.

DONNER LAKE.

Like a gem in rarest setting, or a poet’s dream of beauty,
Or that haven which a pilgrim pictures in his thoughts of rest,
Is the lake which lies encircled by the fairest, sweetest bow’rs.
Sentinelled by giant pine trees near the tall Sierra’s crest
O’er its waves of crystal clearness lightly dance the mountain zeephyrs,
And across the fringing grasses come the timid deer to drink
While the songbirds carol gayly many a joyful glee and an’them,
Resting on the branches bending downward to the water’s brink.
Looking on it in the glory of the Summer’s fairest moments,
Who would deem its echoes ever heard the wild despairing cry
Of that little band of heroes who had tolled through many dangers,
By its margin then so lonely, there to famish and to die.
When those lofty pines were writhing in the storm king’s fierce embraces,  
And the Winter’s snow had drifted, forming barriers broad and deep,  
While the craggy heights beyond it in their weird and dim outline  
To the traveller’s straining vision seemed an ogre’s castle keep.

Here they rested worn and weary, the bright visions which allure them,  
Veiled behind the cloud whose darkness low and dense obscured their way;  
The wide vales of peace and plenty which their eager fancy painted,  
Lying still so far beyond them at the Western gates of day.

Who can paint the dreary picture of those sadly length’ning hours,  
When the moments, sorrow-freighted, slowly dragged their iron chain,  
While across the tortured spirits of the sufferers came the haunting memories of the homes whose comforts they would never see again.

Pictures of the happy evenings spent around the blazing hearthside,  
Or when mirth and music cheered them round the joyous festal board;  
Came to mock them ‘mid the gnawing of the fearful pangs of hunger,  
Or when ‘mid the echoing mountains loud and fierce the tempest roared.

But from out the gloomy shadows which o’erhang that distant period,  
Shine the names of valiant women, noble heroines who wrought Marvels for their starving children, and with words of hope and cheering—  
Courage to the fainting spirits of their hapless comrades brought.

Valiant women! noble mothers! give to them a deathless glory!  
Laurels brighter than the warrior bringeth from the battle-field,  
Write their name in fadeless letters on our land’s historic records,  
Who, though facing death and danger, to despair would never yield.

They have passed unto their guardian, and oh! children, loved so fondly!  
Let no cloud obscure the brightness of their memory thro’ the years;  
Cherish it with fond affection, teach your children to revere it,  
Keep it green with the bedewing of your love’s sincerest tears.

How the grand old pines of Donner seem to breathe the story over,  
As their murmurings sound like echoes of the prayers heard long ago,  
Sighing still as though in pity for the anguish which they witnessed,  
For the heart-break and the sorrow, for the agony and woe.

Lake of weird romantic beauty! for the sake of friends who bravely  
Quaffed the chalice of affliction by thy waters at that time,  
For their sake, true friends and cherished, do I dare to make this offering;  
To thy beauties and thy memories of this simple wreath of rhyme.
The funeral of Dupré, the celebrated Italian sculptor, who died lately in Florence, was attended by an immense crowd of people. The bier was borne by the Brothers of the Misericordia, to which institution Dupré belonged. Besides the religious procession, the municipal bands of Florence and Siena preceded the cortège. The Mayors of both cities, and the Professors of the Academy, with other dignitaries, walked on either side, while behind followed no less than 300 friends and admirers of the deceased, each bearing a lighted torch. On the bier was placed a wreath, his uniform and sword as Commander of St. Lazare, and a number of decorations. Dupré was not only a great sculptor but a most charitable citizen and excellent father. He leaves two daughters, one of whom is a clever sculptor. He was assisted in his last moments by the Archbishop of Florence, and his great regret during his illness was that he should leave unfinished the colossal statue of the Virgin he had begun, and intended to be placed over the grand entrance of the new façade of the Cathedral.

A week commenced with Oscar "Wilde ought to be like her; doubtless he will, after he gets tired of advising ladies about tints in curtains, and whether the ornamentation of a chair belongs to the gaudy period of Louis XV or the fluted mouldings of l'Empire!"—Home Journal.

The chief engineer of the St. Gothard Tunnel, William Hellwag, died lately in Austria.

The German Government intends to attach architects and engineers to its legations abroad, with a view of being kept informed of the improvements and inventions which may occur in foreign countries.

M. Laoutan, the distinguished Vicar Apostolic, of Pondicherry, has written a learned work, full of interest on "The Celtic or Druidical Monuments of India." It is considered one of the most valuable contributions to the archæological annals of that country.

The Paris Museum is said to have the most perfect collection of skeletons of cetacea in the world. M. Georges Pouchet, who was appointed last autumn to the command of a scientific mission in northern latitudes, has enriched the collection of that institution with a number of skeletons of whales.

M. Dufourcet announces in Les Monde that he has in his yard two bars of iron planted in the earth, to each of which is fixed a conductor of copper coated wire terminating in his receiver, apparently a telephone. These, he says, never fail to give notice twelve to fifteen hours in advance of every storm which bursts over the town.

A kind of thermometer for determining very high temperatures has been devised by Mr. Andrews. By observing the indications, and by calculation, the temperature of given substances may be determined. Thus, it was found that the boiling point of sulphur was 447° C., and that of phosphoric sulphide, 327° C.—The Critic.

Mr. B. B. Hotchkiss, the inventor of the revolving canon adopted by the Spanish Government, has received the decoration of Chevalier of the Legion of Honor, on account of his services to the French marine. The Spanish Government has also conferred upon him the Cross of Denmark for similar services rendered to its artillery.

Mr. James E. Munson, the stenographer, is credited with the invention of a machine that promises to revolutionize the manner of sending telegrams. By its use any person familiar with a type-writer can send despatches which will print themselves through a type-writer at the other end of the line. Patents have been secured both here and in Europe.

Two stations for scientific observation of popular phenomena are to be maintained by Russia next year at a cost of 14,000 rubles. One is to be situated at the mouth of the River Lena, and the other, which is of a secondary rank, is to be established on one of the islands of New Siberia, but it will also deal with meteorological magnetic records.—London Universe.

The last numnber of Nature contains an account of the observatory now in course of erection on the summit of Mount Hamilton, California. The cost is defrayed by Mr. James Lick, who has placed in the hands of trustees the sum of 700,000 dollars for the purpose of providing a telescope superior to, and more powerful than any yet made. Clark & Sons, of Cambridgeport, are now engaged on the
telescope which will have an object glass of no less than 36 inches aperture.

When Gen. Grant returned to Philadelphia, after his great march around the world, he sought out his friend, George W. Childs, a large hall clock, which he designed as a companion-piece to two remarkable timekeepers then in Mr. Child's possession; one had ticked for more than two centuries in an Austrian cloister, and had rung out the signal ships on their round journeysthe other is the most complex and the most complete piece of time-measuring machinery that can be found in America.

The Rev. A. A. Lambert, S. J., delivered an able and interesting lecture on Combustion at the Masonic Temple, last Sunday evening. It proved not only interesting to scientific men, but was highly instructive on the causes, dangers and prevention of fires, that the Chief of the Fire Department and many of our prominent citizens, desirous that our people be instructed on this subject, have invited Father Lambert to repeat the lecture, and he has consented to do so at Masonic Temple.—Catholic Advocate, Louisville, Feb 25.

Dr. William A. Hammond says that no one should ever smoke except after eating, and, preferably, after the labor of the day over. He is of opinion that clear taken after eating has not only a beneficial, soothing effect upon the mind, but that it facilitates digestion, increasing the amount of gastric juice, as has frequently been shown by experiments. This, of course, refers to gravity of smokers. Dr. Hammond says furthermore, and it should be remembered that he is an eminent authority: "If smoking makes a man irritable, fretful, and he feels as if he would like to jump out of his skin, it is injurious. That's the way a certain person felt after trying one of that '3 for a quarter' brand, and he has prudently quit smoking, at least for the present.

As many as seven comets came within the cognizance of astronomers during 1881. Two of these were of remarkable brilliancy, and were generally observed. The first was of magnitude 3.7, and discovered by Swift, of Rochester, N. Y., on May 20. The second (9) was first seen by Tebbutt at Windsor (May 22), and also by Gould, of Cordoba (June 1), and in the latter part of June, as well as in July, it formed a conspicuous feature in the heavens for the northern hemisphere. The third (c) was discovered by Schäberle, of Ann Arbor, Mich. (July 10), and vied in brilliancy with the former, with which it was in part contemporaneous. The fourth (d) was Ecke's comet, first seen (Aug. 27) by Mr. G. Faye, of Paris. The fifth (e) was discovered by Dr. Swift, of Rochester, Sept. 20—21 by Bernard, at Nashville, Tenn. The sixth (f) by Denning, of Bristol, Eng. (Oct. 4). And Mr. Swift closed the roll he had begun by the discovery of a second new comet of 1881 (p) (Nov. 10—17). In addition to these, Faye's periodic comet, first seen Aug. 2, 1830, attained its perihelion Jan. 22, 1881. It is noteworthy that four of the seven comets of 1881 were first observed by American astronomers—Placidly producing the brains of a couple of sheep, it had been fortunate enough to secure some brains for the class. Class ? ? ? ! ? —[Ee].

Princeton and Cornell furnish the annual college scandals. The two toos—too much religion [to much of what is called religion] and too little.—Era.

The Marquis of Bute has promised to add $50,000 to the fund for the proposed University College of Wales, provided the institution is established at Cardiff.

The students of Princeton who were indicted recently for enjoying themselves in lamp-breaking and kindred amusements, had to pay costs and were fined $20 each.—College Mercury.

Professor Lamar has gone to New York to solicit aid for Marysville College (Knoxville, Tenn.). Fifty students have left or been expelled on account of troubles about notes.—Variety.

The Woman's Journal thinks that in "the present epidemic of college rowdism," only the co-educational institutions escape the contagion. Co-education did not save Cornell.—Harvard Herald.

The new Jesuit school at Canterbury, England—transferred from St. Genevieve, Paris—has already 160 pupils, and there are so many applications that it is proposed to greatly enlarge the structure.

If smoking makes a man irritable, fretful, and he feels as if he would like to jump out of his skin, it is injurious. That's the way a certain person felt after trying one of that '3 for a quarter' brand, and he has prudently quit smoking, at least for the present.

Chief Justice Waite thinks the time has gone by when an eminent lawyer in full practice can take a class of students into his office and become their teacher. Hence he favors law schools, and even goes so far as to consider them a necessity.

Twelve sophomores, under the direction of Professor Gayley, are working hard on the Latin play. The "Adelphi" of Terence has been chosen, and two rehearsals have been had already. The costumes will be made in New York.—The Chronicle.

What a never-ending source of complaint is the Dining Association. The high prices have never been equalled; the high prices have been so much the same as soon as the college press has canvassed that matter thoroughly, it is time for the report of last month to appear, and many are the anathemas hurled at the much-enjoying board of directors.—Harvard Herald.

Mr. Stephen W. Twombly has left nearly $1,000,000 to Columbia College. The gift consists of a valuable library, which will become the property of the college at once, and about $900,000. Mr. Phoenix requests in his will that the library shall be kept together and be known as the Phoenix Library of Columbia College.—Concordian.

Peeck's Sun of Milwaukee says "college students will, a dozen of them, pitch on to an unarmed, weak freshman, pummel him till he can't walk, and then leave him naked in a poor widow, but she replied that if they would relay the four rods of sidewalk torn up by their crowd, she would ask Heaven to see to the wood pile.—Detroit Free Press.

College Gossip.

Antioch College, of which Ex-President Hill was once president, has suspended for lack of funds.

Within the last year the sum of $19,000,000 has been given by private individuals to the cause of education.—Penman's Art Journal.

Professor.—"Do you know what the siervum is?" Student.—"No, sir." Professor.—"It has gone, the tail feathers grow out of it." Class all have the colic.—Catholic Advocate.

Mr. William P. West, of Halifax, Nova Scotia, has left $20,000 to Tufts College, the principal literary institution of the Universalists.—Ramblar.

Professor.—(Placidly producing the brains of a couple of sheep, he has been fortunate enough to secure some brains for the class.) Class ? ? ? ! ? —[Ee].

College Gossip.
The attention of the Alumni of the University of Notre Dame and others, is called to the fact that the NOTRE DAME SCHOLASTIC has now entered upon the Fiftieth year of its existence, and presents itself anew as a candidate for the favor and support of the many old friends that have heretofore lent it a helping hand.

THE NOTRE DAME SCHOLASTIC contains:

choice Poetry, Essays, and the current Art, Musical Literary and Scientific Gossip of the day.

Editorials on questions of the day, as well as on subjects connected with the University of Notre Dame.

Personal gossip concerning the whereabouts and the success of former students.

All the weekly local news of the University, including the names of those who have distinguished themselves during the week by their excellence in class and by their general good conduct.

Students should take it; parents should take it; and, above all, old students should take it.

Terms, $1.50 per Annum. Postpaid.

Address EDITOR NOTRE DAME SCHOLASTIC, Notre Dame, Indiana.

If a subscriber fails to receive the SCHOLASTIC regularly he will confer a favor by sending us notice immediately, each time. Those who may have missed a number, or numbers, and wish to have the complete volume for binding, can have back numbers of the current volume by applying for them. In all such cases, early application should be made at the office of publication, as, usually, but few copies in excess of the subscription list are printed.

The Editors of the SCHOLASTIC always be glad to receive information concerning former students and graduates of the University.

—The Argo, published at Williams College, takes exception to our column "Art, Music and Literature," saying it would not be tolerated in Eastern papers—that people prefer to get such news first-hand from literary journals. We beg to state that the department is not, as The Argo thinks, a mere compilation from literary journals. Much of what it contains is original matter gleaned from private sources. We select items from The Athenaeum and other home and foreign publications to which many of our readers may not have access. The Oriole, The New York Sun, and other journals do the same. We know this department of our paper could be greatly improved, and we hope to be able to do it. "Art, Music and Literature," our readers assure us, has always been an attractive feature of the Scholastic.

—The Thespians bade their last farewell to Washington Hall on the evening of the 20th ult. So many generations of students have "trod the boards" and "faced the footlights" in the old hall, that few will see its day of glory eclipsed without a feeling of regret. Its memories are of a quarter of a century. Its scenes from the brush of various artists—Lachassaigne the melancholy, Louis Gos- sellin the sanguine, Von Weller the inimitable, not to speak of Prof. Ackerman and others still present amongst us, are souvenirs of the old college. These scenes will hardly bear transposition to a new stage. Each has its little history, and the best among them were painted from designs selected by the lamented Father Lemonnier, whose artistic and dramatic taste was one of his prominent characteristics. He would wield the artistic pencil himself, when the work was to be hastened on, and some of his handiwork will perish with the old scenes.

—It is curious to observe how much anxiety has been excited in the minds of religious persons of all shades of belief by the philepips of Mr. Ingersoll. A great many who do not fear for themselves are concerned about their friends and the general public. It is a false alarm, or there never was one. The number of people whose religious convictions have undergone a change or been destroyed by Mr. Ingersoll's utterances is not large. He has sens the faith of those only whose faith was very weak before. His really attentive listeners are those who, without perhaps knowing it, have always shared the views to which he gives crude expression. If the number of such persons turns out to be larger than most of us supposed, it is simply a revelation of hearts. But not all who laugh at Mr. Ingersoll's wit and admire his occasional clever sayings think as he does. It is in the American character to applaud whatever pleases, and to laugh at a good hit no matter at whose expense; we are not too reverent. Ingersoll's success, or rather notoriety, is due entirely to his overflowing humor and keen sense of the ridiculous. It is not surprising that no victorious opponent has yet been matched with him. The only man that can successfully combat him is one that possesses the same weapons, and that man has not been found. To oppose Ingersoll with logical arguments is to fight a phantom. Serious discussions do not admit of buffoonery. When we hear of some really able speaker or writer entering the lists against Ingersoll, we are reminded of the hungry Irishman and the epicurean Englishman who went out hunting together, the one for a breakfast for his appetite, and the other for an appetite for his breakfast. Mr. Ingersoll has an uncontrollable desire to ridicule the Bible, and it is in him to do it; his antagonists would retort in kind, but they haven't the kind. The discussion that has taken place between Talmage and Ingersoll is simply a war of words in which the latter generally comes off best. Everyone has heard of the famous tilt between Daniel O'Connell and Biddy Morarty, the fishwoman, famed for her abusive tongue. O'Connell was a match for her, and triumphed simply because he had a more voluminous vocabulary. When the old woman called him a "low spalpeen" he could retort by calling her such names as a hypothesis and an isosceles triangle. Ingersoll is the fishwoman, and O'Connell has not yet appeared on the scene. Until then let anxious Christians possess their souls in peace.

—By mistake the first part of the programme of the recent entertainment was not noticed in last week's Scholastic. We supposed "Fidèle Dedie" would attend to it; his antagonists would retort in kind, but they haven't the kind. The discussion that has taken place between Talmage and Ingersoll is simply a revelation of hearts. But not all who laugh at Mr. Ingersoll's wit and admire his occasional clever sayings think as he does. It is in the American character to applaud whatever pleases, and to laugh at a good hit no matter at whose expense; we are not too reverent. Ingersoll's success, or rather notoriety, is due entirely to his overflowing humor and keen sense of the ridiculous. It is not surprising that no victorious opponent has yet been matched with him. The only man that can successfully combat him is one that possesses the same weapons, and that man has not been found. To oppose Ingersoll with logical arguments is to fight a phantom. Serious discussions do not admit of buffoonery. When we hear of some really able speaker or writer entering the lists against Ingersoll, we are reminded of the hungry Irishman and the epicurean Englishman who went out hunting together, the one for a breakfast for his appetite, and the other for an appetite for his breakfast. Mr. Ingersoll has an uncontrollable desire to ridicule the Bible, and it is in him to do it; his antagonists would retort in kind, but they haven't the kind. The discussion that has taken place between Talmage and Ingersoll is simply a war of words in which the latter generally comes off best. Everyone has heard of the famous tilt between Daniel O'Connell and Biddy Morarty, the fishwoman, famed for her abusive tongue. O'Connell was a match for her, and triumphed simply because he had a more voluminous vocabulary. When the old woman called him a "low spalpeen" he could retort by calling her such names as a hypothesis and an isosceles triangle. Ingersoll is the fishwoman, and O'Connell has not yet appeared on the scene. Until then let anxious Christians possess their souls in peace.
called, but we must say that we thought the article an excellent one. To satisfy those who are of opinion that it was not sufficiently appreciative and laudatory, we append a collection of adjectives and adulatory expressions which we beg some judicious person to distribute among the parties aggrieved, as they are not personally known to us. They ought to be enough to go down stairs to the individual that fell down stairs going home, and who says he will never again attend an exhibition given at night. He needs consolation. As we had not the pleasure of witnessing the drama, and not finding any one willing to assume the responsibility of writing another notice this is really the very best we can do, and we trust that all will be satisfied. Now for the qualifying phrases: "admirably well," "in his usual happy manner," eloquent, soul-stirring, excellent, very good, effective, splendid, "the best we have ever seen," "greeted with loud applause," faithfully portrayed, eclipsed, beautiful, incomparable, extraordinary, capital, sublime, "fully sustained his reputation," delightful, lovely, aesthetic, grand, exquisite, the very best, highly creditable, "worthy of a professional," gorgeous display, brilliant, astonishing, noble hearing, "surpassed himself?" graceful carriage, distinguished, sweet, lofty, "leaves nothing to be desired," magnificent—fine.

The writer hopes that the foregoing remarks will be accepted in the same kindly spirit in which they are written. They may have no application except for one or two persons, and perhaps it was their friends that did all the complaining. It is to be hoped that future critiques of entertainments will always be fuller and more appreciative than the one of last week, and that Professor L—— will take care to have a more abundant supply of red fire. We have often observed that the audience goes away better pleased, and that the actors themselves are more satisfied with their endeavors when there has been plenty of red fire.

—From an editorial entitled "Art and Religion," in the current issue of Brainard's Musical World, we take the following extract:

"Art and religion are closely allied or related. Ambros was correct when he said that art springs from religion and eventually leads back to it, and the no less striking truth expressed further on, that those who are hostile to art are cold and repulsive—that "they have no poetry in them," and "are as walking tombstones"—is a sad reflection upon the iconoclastic reformers who "demanded a purer and more spiritual worship." Their worship was without either music or painting, or sculpture or ritual. Strange, the writer should not have seen the palpable contradiction of terms here. Elsewhere he says "the heart which is under art influences does not offer up prayer or praise," but almost immediately adds:

"Art capture, that is the enjoyment of good art works, produces sympathy and love, and surely this is the foundation of religion. He who loves the arts has also opened within him a fountain of ever-flowing water, that shall refresh him as long as he enjoys the use of his senses. . . . Surely man can rise in art also to the very presence of God."

Who, that hears the Te Deum Laudamus, or its German counterpart, "Grosser Gott," sung by a well-balanced choir of good voices can remain cold and callous, and not have his heart touched by the fire of divine love? Who that beholds a finely-carved figure of the Crucifixion is not touched with a feeling of gratitude to the God-man who suffered so much for man's redemption? Nothing so touches the heart as love or friendship, and the feeling is intensified a hundredfold when a great spirit of forgiveness accompanies either. Here we behold represented the God-man, the Second Person of the Holy Trinity, who through love, for us voluntarily came down from heaven and took flesh in a virgin's womb in order to suffer, to satisfy for us the justice of an offended Creator. We behold His feet nailed, as if to await our coming; His arms outstretched, to embrace us; His head bowed, to give us the kiss of peace; His Heart opened, to receive us. Can anything, whether in sculpture, painting, or music, be more affecting than the representation of Christ crucified? We have read somewhere in the Old Testament that a great prophet or priest, when disturbed, called for music in order to soothe his feelings and prepare him to speak with God in prayer: what a tribute to the power of music! When we behold the manly, placid countenance of the Father of his country we have at once portrayed in our mind the great struggle of our forefathers for independence, and have enkindled within us a like ardor; when we behold the portrait of a deceased or absent mother what a flood of emotions inundate the heart? Here we behold the Catholic idea of art. The editor of the Musical World, like all true artists—whether they be poets, painters,
EXCHANGES.

The College Lamp, from the Southwestern Baptist University, is a fairly edited paper. Its editors evidently pay attention to their work.

The King's College Record continues its very interesting notes of travel entitled "From the La Plata Home." Having visited some of the places which are described by the English editor of Rio Janeiro, we can vouch for the accuracy of the scenes so nicely described by him. The bay or harbor of Rio Janeiro is said to be the most picturesque in the world.

The editor-in-chief of the Crittoman Argus has become Gray, and the exchange editor of the same paper says she is ". . . always glad to welcome a young girl struggling for an education, which she obtains by the assistance of her father, whom she rewards by her filial love and devoted attachment when the goal is reached. It is to be regretted that the moral of this story is so rarely found in practical application in every-day life. "De Temporibus" is interesting, as usual, particularly the description of the Harvard "Annex," so-called. The other departments of the magazine are ably and judiciously edited.

The February number of Brainard's Musical World has been one of the most interesting of any periodical which pressing duties prevented us from noticing earlier. The Musical World is the oldest musical magazine in the country, being now in its nineteenth year, and is edited with signal ability. The current issue contains twenty-two pages—twenty of white music. The nine pieces of music in this number would alone cost, in usual sheet form, about $3.50. The music consists of the following: "My Rose from Angel Mother's Grave," new song and chorus; "Golden Days," ballad; "The Story by the Stream," ballad; "Hec and T-e Polka," "One Little Word," piano; "Storm Gallopade," piano duet, and three beautiful hymn tunes; all new and by the best composers. There is further notice of this periodical among our editorials.

The Milton College Journal for February has a good article on "The Mission of Music" but the writer stretches a little too far when he says that "had the reformation occurred within a people less imbued with the spirit of music than the German it would have proved a failure." Catholics have always patronized music and the fine arts, and in many places the reformers kicked the former out of the church and decried the latter. Nearly all the great musical geniuses of Germany were Catholics and even those who were Protestants wrote Masses and other Catholic church music, a fact that shows clearly whence they got their training and what spirit animated them. Even Bach, the most ultra Protestant among the latter, is not an exception. He deservedly ranks high, but his works have not attained such popularity as Mozart's, Haydn's, Von Weber's, and Gluck's. With the exception of the foregoing point, the essay in the College Journal is ably and well written. We cannot endorse the sentiment expressed in the following excerpt from an editorial:

"The benefit of a good paper cannot be computed. It is the expression of the school. In writing, the students generally do their best, and it is a good thing to get into the habit of doing our best. It also gives the editors a sense of being, and puts on them greater responsibility than any other thing of school life. It gives us something of the sharp conflict of life, and we begin to realize that we are not abstract idealists. We are ranked by others and not by any self-conceited estimation of our own. The exchange paper does not fear to say just what he thinks. We believe that many a 'smart' boy has thus found out what he himself is, and has thereby begun to correct himself. But of what use is such a technicality be called an "English minister." Does the "English minister" paraded in England for many years, previous to the taking of Rome, by Victor, 19, and 20, and by a technicality be called an "English minister." Does the editor of the Vidette-Reporter now begin to see light through the transparent subterfuges? If not, he is as blind as a mole, and we advise him to crawl into a hole and pull the hole in after him.

PERSONAL.

Charles L. Saylor, of '76, Antwerp, Ohio, and John F. Flanery, '75, of Niles, Mich., paid us a flying visit last week. Both were on their wedding-tour. May blessings attend them.

Very Rev. Father Sorin, Superior-General of the Congregation of the Holy Cross, took his departure for Cincinnati, on Friday, to attend the Ecclesiastical Council about to open there. He will be quartered at St. Joseph's College.

W. R. Young, "Webster's Unabridged," writes from Pawnee, Ill., to renew his subscription for the Scholastic, but gives no information of himself. We hope he is getting on well, as he deserves, and that he continues to hold his reputation as an authority in matters orthographical.
—Rev. Christopher Kelly, C. S. C., at one time Prefect of Discipline at Notre Dame, is now attached to the Church of the Sacred Heart, New Orleans, where he is preaching the Lent. We are indebted to him for a copy of the Carnival edition of the Times-Democrat, giving a full description of the Mardi Gras festival of that city.

—Rev. Father Cooney, C. S. C., is absent for a couple of weeks at Valparaiso, this State, supplying the place of the Rev. pastor, who is to attend the Provincial Council in Cincinnati. At the request of Rev. Henry Fairbanks, of Mound City, Ill.; Mrs. W. M. Devine, Chicago; Gen. M. R. Morgan, U. S. A.; Mr. F. Fehr, and H. J. Mousch, Louisville, Ky.; Aaron Jones, South Bend; Morris Fishel, Nashville, Tenn.; De Witt Smith, Adrian, Mich.; J. Fanning, Chicago, Ill., and Mr. John Slattery, Louisville.

—Among our visitors during the past week were Col. B. Dyer, United States Indian Agent, Quapaw Agency, Indian Territory. He was accompanied by his amiable wife, a former pupil of St. Mary's, then Miss Ida Casey, of Mound City, Ill.; Mrs. W. M. Devine, Chicago; Gen. M. R. Morgan, U. S. A.; Mr. F. Fehr, and H. J. Mousch, Louisville, Ky.; Aaron Jones, South Bend; Morris Fishel, Nashville, Tenn.; De Witt Smith, Adrian, Mich.; J. Fanning, Chicago, Ill., and Mr. John Slattery, Louisville.

—The old friends of Mr. John Hoynes, some years ago connected with the printing-office at Notre Dame, will be glad to see the following editorial item, clipped from the Illinois Tradesman and Manufacturer, a copy of which has been sent us by a friend in Peoria:

Mr. John Hoynes, a thorough newspaper man and a gentleman of culture and ability, takes the editorial management of this paper with this paper. We bespeak for him a friendly greeting from Peoria business men and trade. They will give him all the news pertaining to the jobbing, shipping and manufacturing trade, as, by so doing, we can make the paper a power in increasing and developing this line of business to the great and wealth of Peoria merchants.

The Tradesman and Manufacturer is ably edited, and is a live business paper.

Local Items.

—Olivier's voice is improving.

—"Mae" says he walks in his sleep.

—Cecil is putting on "airs" since he got his diploma.

—Great improvements have lately been made in the Novitiate.

—Jack dissolved partnership, and in consequence got promoted.

—Professor Gregori has started a drawing-class in the Minim department.

—Fresh bananas may be had at the students' store.

—One for a cent apiece.

—Some of the Juniors have been reading "Better than Gold," and pronounce it a "boss" story.

—"Dick" makes himself at home now. He is not on the most friendly terms with the watchman.

—A four-bladed knife has been found. The owner can have the same by applying to the Junior Prefect.

—No matter how prompt the members of the Thespian Society are, there is one who is always Prompter.

—Our box might be more generously patronized than it is now, owing to the cold weather, but such as have the best records and are recommended by their officers for the second session. The following gentlemen were chosen to fill the several offices: President, Prof. J. A. Lyons; Vice-President, T. Kavanaugh; Recording Secretary, J. B. Zettler; 2d Censor, W. Johnson; Corresponding Secretary, J. Farrell; Treasurer, J. M. Falvey; Corresponding Secretary, J. Parrell; President, J. F. Browne; Marshall, J. Marlett; 1st Censor, J. B. Zettler; 2d Censor, W. Johnson; 1st Prompter, W. Grout; 2d Prompter, T. Fenster.

—The regulations for Lent which Very Rev. Father General wished the Minims to follow were, "to take the three regular meals, and lunch in the forenoon and afternoon, as usual, to play to their hearts' content during the time allotted to recreation—even to make as much noise as they please as long as they do not disturb their enjoyment, but during the hours spent in the study-hall and class-rooms to be more studious than ever, having their eyes and ears open to everything that was taught. Above all, he said he would expect them to be more fervent at their prayers.

—A regular meeting of St. Aloysisus Philodemic Society was held Thursday evening, Prof. A. J. Stace, presiding. H. Noble declaimed "Erin's Hope," in a pathetic and eloquent manner, and a very interesting and elaborate paper on "Napoleon Bonaparte" was read by W. Bolton. The criticism of the previous meeting, given by E. McGorriek, deserved the hearty applause it received. It was admired for its terseness, its ability in pointing out defects, and its advice for improvement in reading and speaking. The meeting was addressed by J. H. Calhoun, in which he advised the object for extempore debate must be very gratifying to the honorable President, who closed the meeting with a few remarks regarding subjects for future debates.

—The 16th regular meeting of the Sorin Literary and Dramatic Association was held on Sunday, Feb. 26th. A warm and protracted debate was held on the question, "Is Ohio a Better State than New York?" On the affirmative side were Masters J. J. McGrath, W. J. Campau and T. Norfleet; on the negative, E. Nash, F. Johnson and E. Bower. The question was decided by the President in favor of the affirmative. Declamations were delivered by Masters W. T. Berthelet, E. Nash, and F. Nester. The President then made a lengthy and somewhat humorous speech, after which the chair made a motion for the adjournment of the meeting. Will not our benevolent Minim reporter favor us with an account of some of the debates among his students?...
little friends? We are told that they are highly enjoya-

—Among the residents at Notre Dame University are
grandsons of Daniel Boone of Ky.; James Otis of revolution-
ary fame, and Hon. Thomas Ewing, Sr., of Ohio; neph­

—In the following list may be found the names of those stu­
dents who have given entire satisfaction in all their classes
during the past month. 

PrEparatory course. 
J. O'Reilly, A. Golosanski, M. Van Loon, J. Larkin, H. More, 
Le Steurer, C. Cochanow, Jas. Delaney, G. Clements, T. Kay-

(For the following list includes the names of those students 
whose conduct during the past week has given entire satisfac-
tion to the Faculty. They are placed in alphabetical order.)

senor DePartment.
Berry, W. E. Bacon, W. T. Berthelet, J. F. Brown, F. M. 
Bell, R. Becerra, W. A. Cooper, T. Cullen, D. Corry, S. G. 
Clementa, M. J. Carroll, E. V. Chelini, J. Conway, G. E. 
Clarke, T. E. Clarke, N. Comerford, J. Delaney, J. Delaney. 
J. Donegan, J. Drury, A. Dehner, M. E. Dollan, F. Ewing, 
Fenlon, J. Parcell, R. E. Fleming, J. Palve, M. Palve, C. L. 
Fishburne, W. E. Grout, F. M. Gallagher, A. J. Golosanski, 
F. H. Greyer, T. D. Healy, M. F. Healy, W. Johnson, F. Kinsella, 
F. J. Klah, J. Kindel, A. Kustenmann, G. M. Kerard, T. F. 
Kavanagh, J. J. Kelly, J. C. Larkin, W. Minn, J. M. Harlett, 
W. McCarthy, P. McNally, C. L. McDermott, H. W. Morse, 
W. McNally, E. B. Mason, G. E. McGaugh, W. B. McDermott, 
J. Nash, J. B. O'Reilly, J. P. O'Neill, T. O'Rourke, E. C. 
Orrick, E. A. Otis, A. J. Peery, F. Paquette, C. L. Piersen, 
S. Pillars, J. P. Feiler, F. A. Galvin, E. J. Ryan, W. E. Rogers, 
J. Solon, W. E. Smith, E. E. Smith, C. A. Smith, H. A. Siebel, 
C. A. Thiele, M. Thompson, G. Tracy, C. B. Van Duze, M. C. 
Van Loon, F. B. Weber, A. R. West, J. A. White, E. D. Trissiri, 
J. B. Zettler.

Jruror DePartment. 
P. H. Archer, A. A. Brown, W. F. Bacon, W. H. Barron, 
A. S. Brester, G. B. Buchanan, B. B. Baca, G. L. Cistano, 
W. J. Cavanagh, M. Dolan, C. Develo, C. C. Echlin, H. E. 
The Art of Literary Composition.

The art of literary composition is to the mind what the plough is to the soil, and of the many branches of learning which constitute not only a polished but even an ordinary education, this ranks among the most essential. It may be considered both as a science and an art. The science consists in the collection and intelligent expression of ideas. It has no reference to either manner or language, provided the latter be correct.

The art of composition develops the expression of ideas, and aims to represent them in pleasing and beautiful language.

Belles Lettres, which is but another name for the elegant expression of thought, held a high place in the curriculum of the ancients, but at the present time this art, which should command at least a moderate degree of cultivation, is often omitted as unworthy of a place among the branches of a useful education.

In many schools attention is devoted to studies good in themselves, but which often crowd out what may be even better. Often we see those who can recite the grammar from cover to cover and yet are unable to compose an elegant letter. From its neglect, composition seems to be considered an optional acquirement.

Those who regard it in such a light commit a serious error, for, upon reflection, we find no study which contributes so much to the enlargement and development of the human mind; none which gives rise to, and command of so many new ideas.

As the plough furrows up the ground, and by exposing it to fertilization prepares it to receive the grain and become fruitful, so the art of composition awakens the latent energies of the intellect, wakens the thought, and regulates the conceptions of truth and falsehood; it makes the student think for himself, teaches him to evolve his thoughts, makes him original; for no composition is good if it be merely the reproduction of the ideas of another.

Those who command a ready style are invariably those who have a wide range of information, and were there no other reason why all should labor to compose well, the fund of intelligence which this labor places in our hands should be a sufficient incentive.

But there is something higher and more important to be gained. A friend once said to a teacher who was weary of negligent and unappreciative composition pupils: "Do not be discouraged. When we reflect that it is the thinking principle of our being that is to be saved, can we attach too great importance to habituating children and youth to think for themselves, to discriminate between truth and error, to exercise vigorously the noblest part of our intelligence—the understanding?"

Memory is chiefly called into exercise by committing the contents of our text-books, if we except the mathematics, moral philosophy, and the like; but to acquire a noble style of composition, all the powers of the soul must be brought into exercise.
The Law of Expiation.

By expiation is meant satisfaction for sin. If we expiate our faults, we repair, as far as in our power, the injury done to the Supreme Majesty.

The desire to make satisfaction to God for sins committed, is absolutely necessary in order to obtain their remission, therefore expiation, or satisfaction is a law, a command.

The natural law, that of justice, is exercised in the case of one who usurps God’s prerogatives and takes the life of a fellow-being. Justice demands compensation. Punishment is inflicted.

The law of expiation is laid down in Scripture. Man, for his prevarection, was not only banished from the Garden of Eden, but was condemned to “eat his bread in the sweat of his face,” “till,” in the words of Genesis, “thou return to the earth out of which thou wast taken, for dust thou art, and into dust shalt return.”

The same law is reflected in the deprivation of the Israelites from entering the Land of Promise, but the strongest proof is exhibited in the touching and ineffable dogma of the Incarnation.

Sin was committed against an Infinite Being, and that the honor of which He had been defrauded might be restored, an infinite satisfaction was required. Our Redeemer assumed the nature of man, to satisfy the offended majesty of God. Do not all other evidences culminate in this one grand atonement?

Our Blessed Lady, as we see her standing at the foot of the Cross, with the last cruel sword piercing her tender heart, is there to expiate the sins of the world which have cruelly nailed her Divine Son to the instrument of our Redemption.

Happy would it be for youth did this unchangeable law assert a power over them to an extent not only to attract their respect, but to enlist their love.

Apprehending expiation as a law, a mind, accustomed to reason correctly, will find no difficulty in discovering the motive which has stimulated the saints, and which has constituted their sanctity, their charity entering into the divine decrees and satisfying for sin. The love of this law is the interpretation of the sublime wisdom marking the conduct of the saints in all ages. Folly to the world, it is the admiration of all pure and innocent souls.

But reject it or embrace it, the expiation will come none the less surely, for the sins of parents are visited upon the children to the third and fourth generation; and the justice of the just is imputed to their posterity, a fact beautifully illustrated in the protection of the Archangel Raphael over the young Tobias, in reward of the piety of his father in burying the dead.

FEW men can do without praise, and there are few circumstances under which a man can be praised without injuring him. . . . Most men must have praise, their fountains dry up without it. Every one in authority knows this well enough. He has to learn to praise without seeming to praise. Now, kindness has all the virtues of praise without its vices. . . . Praise always implies some degree of condescension, and condescension is a thing intrinsically ungraceful, whereas kindness is the graceful attitude one man can assume toward another. So here is another work it does—it supplies the place of praise.—Father Faber.

Roll of Honor.

FOR POLITUDE, NEATNESS, AMBITIOUS, AND CORRECT DEPORTMENT.


JUNIOR DEPARTMENT


MINOR DEPARTMENT


CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC.

HONORABLY MENTIONED FOR FEBRUARY.

Named alphabetically.

SPECIAL COURSE.

Miss Galen.

GRADING CLASS—Miss Fendrick.

1st CLASS—Miss Campbell.

2d DIV.—Miss Hackett and Wiley.

2d CLASS—Misses J. Beal and J. Reilly.

2d DIV.—Misses Blair, Coryell, Donnelly, Henebrey, Maude Price.

3d CLASS—Misses M. Clarke, Hackett, Maude Casey, M. English, J. Ryan.

2d DIV.—Misses C. Claffey, Maude Casey, L. Fox, F. Fenlon, Keenan, Loydon, McAlister, Ave Price.


2d DIV.—Misses Chichart, A. Clarke, Castanedo, M. Clarke, Glennon, L. Hicks, Legnay, Newton, Northboce, Patterson, Paplin, V. Reilly, Williams. Classed—Miss Fehr.


2d DIV.—Misses Bard, Chaves, E. Call, Davenport, R. Fishburne, Hanbury, Krick, Martin, Mattes, Mosher, Otero, Pena, Richmond, M. Richardson, A. Richardson, E. Wright.

7th CLASS—Misses Coyne, Condron, Eldridge, Eager, Green, Harrigan, Mulligan, Otis, Rodgers, Schmidt, A. Wright, M. Watson.

8th CLASS—Misses Brown, Barry, Sawyer.

9th CLASS—Misses Best, Ives and Welch.


HARP.

1st CLASS—Miss Galen.

4th CLASS—Miss Garrity.

5th CLASS—Misses M. Dillon, Keenan, M. Price.

6th CLASS—Misses Coryell, H. Hicks, M. Otero.

ORGAN.

Miss Claffey.

PRIVATE HARMONY.

Misses Fendrick and Hackett.

VOCAL DEPARTMENT.

2d CLASS—Miss C. Hackett.

2d DIV.—Miss J. Reilly.

3d CLASS—Misses H. Hackett, L. Coryell, and M. Reutlinger.
